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SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 

 Quillix  Server, version 4.2 or 
later 

 

 MuWave® Rendition QSX 

DESCRIPTION 

 

MuWave® Rendition QSX is a Quillix™ Server extension (QSX) module which creates image files or PDF rendi-
tions from universal files, such as Microsoft Office® documents as well as HTML, email and PDF files. In addi-
tion, MuWave Rendition QSX can be used to standardize the dimensions of image files by altering the resolu-
tion (DPI) and bit depth, which is often a requirement for many downstream document processing applications 
such as OCR forms recognition and processing.  
 
 

KEY FEATURES INCLUDE: 
 Selectable output format of .TIF or .PDF for the following universal files: 

 Microsoft Word (.doc, .docx, .dot, .txt, .rtf, .wps, .wpt, .wpd, etc.) 
 Microsoft Excel (.xls, xlsx, .dat, .csv, etc.) 
 Microsoft PowerPoint (.ppt, .pptx) 
 Microsoft Outlook (.msg, .oft, .htm) 
 Text files (.txt, js, .asp, .ini, .bat, etc.) 
 Image files (.jpg, .jpeg, .tiff, .tif, .png, etc) 
 HTML (.htm, .html, .mht) 
 Adobe Acrobat (.pdf) 

 Maintains available text when converting to PDF (creates a searchable PDF). 
 Configurable options for adjustment of resolution (DPI) for image files. 
 Configurable options for adjustment of bit depth (monochrome, grayscale, color) for image files. 
 Email interface for user and administrative level notification. 
 Advanced options and configuration through use of MuWave Script. 
 Integrates with MuWave Reports or other reporting software.  
 Highly configurable multithreaded processing options for maximizing throughput on different hard-

ware. 
 Highly complementary to Quillix Workflows using other MuWave QSX modules.  
 Processes at the Quillix Batch or Document level.  
 
Quillix makes it easy to capture a mixture of image and universal files. With the addition of MuWave 
Rendition QSX, the problems associated with handling and processing dozens of different file types, 
sizes and bit depths are eliminated.  

 

DATA SHEET 

EASY SETUP AND CONFIGURATION: 

MuWave Rendition QSX is quickly and easily installed on a running Quillix server, and requires mini-
mal configuration before it is production ready. Simply add Rendition QSX to a Quillix batch or docu-
ment workflow, configure the desired output settings, and activate the workflow. In many cases, the 
default settings provides the desired output, but are also easily adjusted through the intuitive GUI.  
 
Rendition QSX utilizes powerful toolkits and APIs to support virtually any file you could print to paper. 
It is ready to run right ‘out of the box’ and does not require any additional software or external configu-
ration.  
 
Rendition QSX provides options for expanded logging for testing or diagnostic purposes, as well the 
ability to backup, migrate or restore configuration by importing/exporting the configuration to an INI 
file.  

MORE INFORMATION 
AVAILABLE ONLINE AT 
WWW.UFCINC.COM 

PART OF A COMPLETE  
SOLUTION 

The true power of Quillix is released when it 
is combined with the entire suite of MuWave 
QSX modules. MuWave E-Mail Gateway, 
MuWave Forms Pro and MuWave Route can 
be combined into a powerful capture work-
flow solution, allowing you to capture docu-
ments from the web, convert them to hidden
-text PDF’s, and save them into SharePoint 
Server or any document repository. 
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